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Kerala is widely acknowledged to be a paradise dear to God. It is located in the Malabar Coast of
south western India. Endowed with bounties of nature galore, Kerala is a premier tourism
destination.

Kovalam is an idyllic beach location situated in the southern part of Kerala. Formed by three
crescent shaped beaches, this pristine beach location let tourists relish the waves of Arabian Sea
crush one after another sitting on sun soaked sandy beaches. The tourism potential of Kovalam was
discovered by Travancore Kings. It is one of the oldest known tourist spots of India. In ninety
seventies, hippies swarmed to Kovalam like anything. This factor leads to increased popularity of
Kovalam amongst global tourists.

Kovalam is situated thirteen kilometers away from Thiruvananthapuram, the capital city of Kerala
and is easily accessible through road. This easy accessibility makes Kovalam popular among local
tourists also.

To cater to the heavy inflow of tourists including honeymooners, many hotels and resorts have
come up in Kovalam. The resorts and hotels of Kovalam offer excellent accommodation facilities
and round the clock quality service. The staff approach guests with a heartening smile armed with
all warmth and hospitality. The visitorâ€™s book is full of compliments for them from the pleased guests.
Resorts and hotels of Kovalam offer spacious and opulent dÃ©cor rooms with modern facilities,
Banquet hall, Multi cuisine restaurants and bars, hot and cold water running round the clock, cloak
room, pick and drop facilities, large parking space, wireless internet , direct dialing service,
Childrenâ€™s park, money exchange facilities, twenty four hours security etc. 

Budget hotels Kovalam cater to the tourists who are economically minded or travel in an economic
purse. They provide excellent service and facilities for a reasonable budget.

Kovalam travel guide will assure that the seas of Kovalam are shallow and one can walk up to
hundred meters into the sea. This fact combined with calm weather makes it safe for swimming. The
white sandy beaches are inviting for sunbathing and most cannot resist the temptation. Kovalam
beach resorts are situated in the vicinity of beach. This let you sunbath in the privacy of a resort and
also enables you to enjoy the eerie ambience throughout the stay. There are attractive coral reefs
near the shores. Tourists can go snorkeling underwater to catch the luring underwater view. Surfing
facilities are also available for rent and tourists can ride in Catamarans rowed by expert local
fishermen.

There are many hotels and resorts which attach facilities of ayurvedic treatment spas and yoga
centers to them. Due to the immense popularity of ayurveda and yoga there is adequate demand.

Some hotels and resorts rent out the facilities to business sect to conduct conferences, meetings
and training programmes. The participants reportedly showed a liking to return because of the
leisurely and inspiring ambience.

You can visit the sea port Vizhinjam which is about three kilometers away. Vizhinjam is well known
for its special variety of fishes and homes old Hindu temples, big churches and a mosque. Other
Place to visit in Kovalam is Shanghumugham beach famous for the statue of Nymph.
Padmanabhapuram palace, Padmanabhaswami temple and other museums of
Thiruvananthapuram can also be visited which are nearby.
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This beach which still has not lost its innocence, despite being highly commercialized and crowded,
is still darling of tourists.
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Binil is an eminent writer and travel enthusiast, here giving valuable information on a Kovalam travel
guide, Budget hotels Kovalam, Place to visit in Kovalam and a Kovalam beach resorts. For more
information visit our site a  http://www.kovalamhotelsresorts.com/.
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